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ABSTRACT: It is shown that 'Rotor Dopp.ler shift Experiments' pro

vide a way to distinguish Einstein's Special Relativity (SR)

from Lorentz's Aether Theory (LAT). Misconceptions in previous

papers involving the Doppler shift experiments are examined.

The theoretical and experimental data available on rotor Dopp-

ler shift experiments are analysed. Two models of SR violat-

ing theories are used to predict £he output of a recently pro-

posed experiment by Torr and Kolen. The first one corresponds

to (strict) LAT and the other to an ex!ervX.N.1 form of lVi'i: Contrary

to the first, the second theory leads to results in cigreement

with the preliminary experimental data of Torr et al indicating

a breakdown both of SR and strict LAT. / 1
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of proposals and also experimental re-

sults in the literature concerning experiments involving the

Doppler shift and aiming to distinguish Einstein's Special Re-

lativity (SR) from Lorentz's Aether Theory (LAT).

The misconceptions found in the literature are remarkable.

Indeed a brief "resume" is as follows:

(i) Doppler shift experiments disprove LAT and confirm

SR1'2'3.

(ii.) The predictions for Doppler shift experiments in LAT

and SR are identical4'5'6,
7

(iii) Kolen-Torr Doppler shift experiment disproves SR,
o

favoring LAT .

(i), (ii), (iii) are assertions found in the referred pa-

pers based on theoretical analysis and some experimental re-

sults. Since the above assertions are contradictory, what may

we conclude?

To give an answer to the above question is the objective

of this paper. We start by presenting in section 2 the struc-
q

tures of LAT and SR , and showing that at least in principle

we can distinguish between the two theories. We tlier. analyse the

source of. misconceptions involving the Doppler shirt experiments.

Tins is done without the long thy calculations made in

SQ, the absolute frame, in previous publications.

Indeed, for the rotor Doppler shift experiments, where ab-

sorber and emitter are attached to the ring of a rotating disk,

all calculations are done in the inertial frame S where the

disk has no translational motion. The coordinates used are the

KlnsU.-.hi-J.orontz coordinate y-uuae (ELG) explicitly defined9 in
secti on 2.

Tn KecLlon 3 we discuss and clear out misconct-p -

tiona found in the literature having to do with a class of ex-

periments involving Lhe Doppler shift and par ticuiar I y-tfiose ex~

[inv in. «;i>t.:; where» source and O.utoctor are attached to Lhe ring of

a rot..ii. ing d i sk .
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In section 4 we derive the general formula for the Doppler

shift in ELG, with the approximations valid for application of
o

the theory to the Torr at al experiment . The advantage of cal-

culations in this gauge is that it becomes obvious that a break-

down of Lorentz invariance can appear only if some non - Lorentz

invariant phenomenon is explicitly postulated to exist.

Motivated by the results of Kefs. (8,11) we investigate in

section 5 the output of the rotor Doppler shift experiiients under

the assumption that the roto-translational motion of solid

bodies (relative to S ) break Lorentz invariance. The results

obtained with different hypothesis are compared with the results

of Torr at cil and we verify that one of them is able to explain

all the aspects of the data, which disfavours both SR and LAT.

The theoretical results presented in this paper are new

and wo believe that together with the results of Ref.(9)|see also

Ref.(lO)) they shed a new light on the issue LAT © SR and Dop-

pler shift experiments for detecting violation of SR. Our con-

clusions are presented in section 6.

2. Cb'NERAL CONSIDERATIONS

We first review the results of previous papers were we

JnvesLLijated Llui status of SR as compared to a riv.il. theory

LAT explicitly defined through the following axioma:

(i) isotropic propagation of light in vacuum v/ith velo-

city c (c = 1) in S (some absolute frame, where
o

the aether is at rest) independently of Lhe motion

of the source,

(ii) time-dilation of moving clocks (time t) relative to

local time t in S , where all clocks ..ire syn-

chronised , say, by light signals (Hinste i ti * s method),

slow transportation of clocks, rotating ahtxfta (Ma-

rinov's method) , etc. ... given by

dt » II - v2(t )1 1 / 2 dt. (1)
4i it
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where ^ ( U A ^ i s t h e velocity of the clock as
in S . For constant velocity eq(l) reads

t(t ) - t(0) = (1 - v 2 ) 1 / 2 t (2)
a a

(iii) Lorentz-FitzGerald contraction of a solid »>ody in

tnanstat-ional uni&onm motion, with velocity v(rela-

tive to S Q), as compared to the length at rust in

So

fix = (1 - v )
ao a

-syao = £ya (3)

ao a

In eq(3), (ox , <5y , <5z ) refer to the projections
<ao ao ao

of the solid v/hen at rest in S_ measured at time t.
O et

( «St =0). (6x , oy , fiz ) refer to the projections ofa a a a .
the solid v/hen in motion with velocity v in S ,

also measured for 6t = 0 , for the same orientation

of the body.

(i), (ii), (iii) characterize LAT with the underlying asiiumu-
(*)tions :

(iv) There tx.Li-ti o.t ttait one. internal synchronization

procedure by which distant clocks at rest in a frame

S (moving with constant velocity V = Vê relative

to SQ) obey:

(*) For dynamical probl.om.-s, the following assumption i s also
neodert; (vi) incrnaso of Lhe mass of a point par t i c l e when
lit mui. I I M I wJI.lt vuJu i J ! t y v l u i t i L i v u Lu Ü t • j l vnn by

2 - 1 / 2m = ( l - v ) ' m v/hert; rn i s the mass of the partic:1« at

res t in S .o
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(iV-L) T ^ , t a ) = T(X2, t a ) = Y ~ 1 t ; Y " 1 = (1 - V 2 ) V 2

H)

for any two points with absolute coordinates x, and
xo, at time ta •

This procedure may be provided by Marinov's rotating shaft i&

Ma/i-otoi/'i C({á*fct -i.4 con^A.mecf a* ft Ktal phenomenon. Other

synchronization relations coexist, however, in LA'P with (iv-L) .

Indeed (jv-u) cannot be achieved by Einstein's method, which

gives instead of eq(4) the synchronization relation.

(iv-E) 1'K(>V ta) -
 ri'E(x2,' ta) = - YV «• (*., - x2) (5)

for the phase differences of physical clocks at rest in the

moving frame S at different positions as seen at time ta in

x, and x0 by S observers:

'i'o complete the formulation of LAT we accept tho following

hypothesis

(v) The angular velocity of a freely rotating body w.i th-

out translational motion in S (the moving fraiiiu) is

constant either v/ith respect to synchronizuLion (:iv-L)

of. to (iv-E),this velocity being constant for the fre-

ely rotating body at rest in S .

SR imposes besides (i) , (ii), (iii) also (iv-IS) for any
(*)internal synchronization procedure used in S . Thus SR is

not compatible v/ith Marinov's result' . Synchronization (iv-K)

usually obtained by Einstein's method can also be obtained by
12 9

slow transportation of clocks and can alòo be uii'rf in LAT .

(*) In SR, s has no special significance, being any inartial

frdin.2 in the class of all inertial frames.
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Assumptions (i), (ii), (iii)» (iv-E) correspond to the

requirement in SR of invariance of all physical laws under

Lorentz transformations. Thus, LAT considered as a predictive

formalism is less restrictive than SR, leaving open the possi-

bility of existence of òomz non-Iorentz invariant phenomenon in nature

(even li moot o£ phy&icA lò Loitntz-Â.nva.tL<Lant). Such situations

may have to do with experiments involving both electromagnetic

radiation and the roto-translational motion of solid bodies re-

lative to SQ*'
11, as shall be assumed in what follows.

We also investigated in Refs.(9) a few proposed experiments

which claimed to distinguish between LAT and SR, showing that

the majority of these proposals are not correct on first prin-

ciples. We showed explicitly in Refs. (9) that the best system of

space-time coordinates to calculate results even o£ non-Loizntz^

-ÁHvai Can t plm.nume.na is the Einstein-Lorentz coordinate gauge

(ELC) in the S-frame. Indeed as most of the laws of physics in

this gauge are the same in S as in S we have only to find the

precise definition of the non-Lorentz-invariant laws in this

gauge in order to perform the calculations (this will be expli-

citly used in what follows).

ELG give the natural space-time coordinates (but not f/ie

ne.c.e.ò&aiy onto) associated with postulates (i), (ii), (iii), (iv-E)

above. The coordinates (x,t) in this gauge (in S) are related

to the coordinates (x ,t ) in S by usual Lorentz-transforma-
Si Si O

tions

x = Y(xa - vta) ; y = ya

t = Y(t., - Vx ).
L\ a

(6)

We recall that with postulates (i), (ii), (iii), (iv-L) in LAT

it is natural (hut nut nzce.Aoa.fiij) to use Ives-Marinov trans-

formations (IMT) relating (X,T) in S to (x ,t. ) in S given
ci ci O

by
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X = Y(x a - V t ) ; Y = y n ; Z = z

T = Y~ t

and we call (X,T) the Ives-Marinov coordinate gauge (IMG) in S.

It is obvious, although not usual, that any coordinate system

besides ELG and IMG (for instance, Newton-Galileu coordinates)

can be used in LAT as in SR. Coordinates are labels, nut physics!

The IMG, for example can be implemented in SR using an nxttlnat

Aijticdiunization procedure. If non appropriate coordinates are

used the laws of physics become more complicated with "fict-
9

cious" effects (inertial forces, aberrations, etc) appearing .

3 . MISCONCEPTIONS ON THE THEORY AND INTERPRETATION OF PROPOSED

ROTOR DOPPLER SHIFT EXPERIMENTS

As we said in section 1, using the method of

we invostiqate a class of experiments involving the floppier

shift between source and detector attached to the ring of a

rotiiting disk, having in mind the computei tion or—the Dop-

pler shift experiment proposed by Kolen-Torr and recently per-
o

formed by Torr et al .

We must remember that Doppler shift experiments (Av/v) in

rotating rings have been a source of a lot of misunderstandings.

As correctly identified by Tyapkin interest and much of confu-
14

sion on the subject started v/ith Miller who in 1957 originated

the discussion of a seemingly new possibility to test experiment-

ally SR. He suggested comparing the Doppler shift of two - maser

beams whose atons move in opposite directions. His calculation

of the Doppler shift on the basis of pre-relativistic physics

(absolute Newton-aether theory, not to be confused v/ith LAT) ,

gave; riso to the appearance of a term linearly dependent upoi,

the velocity V of the tabon.Aton.ij system relcitive to the auther

and the difference (u - u. ) of the velocity of motion of u.ait-
c? a

t e r and t h a t of t h e a b s o r b o r a t o m s i n S,, (M0'-!«:«-'' ^
M I I ' I I ! . i t i i i n ; ; . H I I ' I I I i v n l o n t h e l » . i ; ; l . ' ; r» f h i » « l ü ü u m p f i n f i i i ) .
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This experiment v/as made in 1958 and yielded a negative

result \ Tn ty62 Miller analysed the results of the exi*irinent of

Ref.(15) as well as the negative results of the rotor Doppler-

-shift experiment of Champeney and Moon , where source and de-

tector are attached at the oppoòltt zndò of a diameter of a ro-

tating disk concluding that these results prove SR and disprove

the absolute Newton-aether theory. However one remark of him

originated the incorrect idea that he concluded also for the

disproof of LAT. Indeed Miller said: "Apart from the increased

accuracy, an experiment of this kind has the advantage over the

Michelson-Morley experiments that a null result in this caso

cannot be explained by an Uijputliz&i* oi the. Loi<tntz-Y itzGv.tia.td

type. , ar.d it may therefore very well become the most direct

and accurate test of the special principle of relativity".

It seems that Miller, as well as Champeney and Moon, were

unaware of the fact that the rotor experiments had been propose
1 7

d by Ruderfer in 1960, who in 1961 discovered a mistake in
T ft

his own calculations' thus exactly cancelling his prediction

/i> ^ 0, to the order considered, in LAT.

Miller's results are not valid in LAT for both the situ^

tions examined:
I 4

(a) Por the original Miller's proposed experiment a ca-

reful computation shows that the Doppler effect calculated in

LAT is identical to the one calculated in SR. This has been

proved by Lee and Ma in 1962.

Actually in the lines of Refs.(9) we can state without com

putations, that :.v - 0 for this experiment, since only free

motion of clocks (atoms) and r£idiation are involved. Indeed if

no explicit non-Loiúntz invariant motion is postulated for

source and detector 311 results predicted by LAT and SR are

identical.

(*) The i t a l i c i s ours.
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(b) For the rotor Doppler shift experiments the quoted

Miller's conclusions are misleading in several aspects. Indeed

his Doppler-shift formula (valid in Newton-absolute aether theo
2 3 22 I*) *~

ry reproduced in many text-books ' ' , is wrong in LAP. roller's

formula for the Champeney and Moon experiments reads (uR

being the velocity of emitter and absorber in the laboratory)

~- s 2w R V sin ut (bj
A

which corresponds to Ruderfer's first calculation . For the
—1 2accuracy of the experiment, AX/X 'v 10 , eq(7) implies the

possibility of detecting an aether wind V '̂  200 m/s. Champeney

and Moon found V ^ (1.6 ± 2.8) m/s, about 1/2000 of the tran£

lation velocity of the Earth, thus considered a null result.

Jlowever in obtaining eq(8) in LAT these authors2' 3' 16' 1 7

forgot the Lorentz factors (eq(1) and eq(2)). It should be no

ticed that although the angular velocity u> of the disk is im-

plicitly taken as constant in S in prdt-r to use the yalilean

composition of the translational velocity (v? and .. rotational

velocities (u , u ) in S , they explicitly state tJuit w i a corjiit̂ nt

in Ü. Wo shit] 3 ühow tliat theae assumptions ore conl riitl ictory.

The correct formula, using the implicit hypothuüis of i<ufs.

(2,3,16,17),will be shown in section 4 to give no term proportional
1 ft

to u>UV sinwt. This has been found also by Ruderfer ' and Tyap-

kin who unfortunately did not solve completely the i>roble:m.

Tht» Kolen-Torr proposed experiment is in essence the Cham

peney and Moon ' experiment for source and detector at small

angular distance (and attached now to the rordi. ing Earth).

Kolc-n-Torr did not seem to be av/are of • Refs. (1,2, 3,1 3,16,17,18).

In R«f.(7) a theoretical analysis is made to predict the result

of the ííxpeiiment, but the calculations are misleading since,

although the time dilation factor is taken into account, the

(*) It. door; not includes Lorentz time dilation.
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Lorentz-contraction is not, and the wrong addition of velocities

(v in S and u and u in the laboratory) is uaed(y'. In ao e a
note added in proof in Ref. (7) they state that they predict a

formula for Av/v with a second harmonic variation. In Ref.(8)

Dr. Torr informed that Av/v , in their calculations, involves

a second harmonic term for the small angular distance configura-

tion and gives an equation that is half the value we shall find

in section 5, but no details of the calculations. The prelimi-

nary results of Torr et al experiment , indicate the existence

of this second harmonic term with AX/X n- 10~ in agreement

with their prediction.

In cec. 4 we calculate the output of the rotor

Doppler shift experiment (where source and detector are attach-

ed to the ring of rotating disk) according to the following

possibilities:

(A) constant angular velocity of the disk relative to S

in the ELG.

(B) constant angular velocity of the disk relative to S

in IMG.

(C) constant angular velocity of the disk relative to S .

In all cases we assume for simplicity that a rotating disk

remains circular in the S-frame (R " constant in ELG or IMG)*.

Case A corresponds to SR and case B to LAT as the angular

velocity in the moving frame is referred respectively to

Ein3tein and to Marinov time. Case C which do not belong to

either LAT or SB is here considered as a situation which is

wider than LAT (extended LAT) .

As we shall see (B) and (C) imply a breakdown of Lorentz

invariance and (C) seems to be in accord v/ith the preliminary

result* oC Hut. (8).
We mention here that the experiment proposed by dos Santos

20

which involve source (s) and detector (d) novinrj v.i'-h equal and

opposite velocities in S give null result (/iv = 0) not only

in LAT (as stated in ref. (20)) but, contrary to ref. (20), also

in SR. Indeed postulate (iv) is not used as photons are

We assume, for simplicity that V lays in the plane of the disk.
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exchanged for r « r"d at 909 to the velocities in SQ> thun LAT
becomes identical to SR both giving null result if calculated

in SQ.

The error of ref. (20) comes from the wrong assumption that

SR must be used only in the rest frame of the detector. The ca_l

culation made in this system was wrong '

4. GENERAL FORMULA FOR THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN THE ELG (lABORA'lORY)

Taking advantage of the fact that the ELG can be used in Lot}) LAT and
9

SR , in all inertial frames, and that Maxwell equations in S

have the same form in this gauge both in S and S, we obtain

in what follows a formula for the Doppler shift using the ELG.

The Doppler shift experiment is a comparison of the emitted

and absorbed wave-lengths (or frequencies) of a monocromatio

radiation. We have

a e Ta 1 - k«v
a

In eq(8), the A's are wave-lengths, v and v the frequen-
G Si

cies as measured respectively in the emitter's rest fxame and

the absorber's rest frame, the k^ is Maxwell's propagai ion
4-vecLor, and u' and ui* _are,il«J 4-veJ.ocitiea of the emitter «tiule a
abüorber. Y,e\ a^e Lorentz's factors associated with Lhe res-

pective velocities

On,- of us» (W.A.R.) cnll «i-tontion to a minprint in ref. (21):

In equ.(4) v arid v should be exchanged.
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Eq(8) identical to the relativistic expression is valid

in any inertial frame for ELG as it involves only the Lorentz

invariance of Maxwell's equation (in ELG) and the properties of

point atoms. This equation is laiirf even if some non Lorentz-in-

variant phenomenon is also involved, which is this paper we res-

tricted to the properties of tho roto-translational motion of

the solid body (the rotating dink) where source and detector

are attached. Thus we do not consider here possible violations

of Lorentz invariance in refractive media.

In the laboratory S ccj(O) reuda

va /l-v^(t + 6t) l-k.v e(t)

e v , _...*#.. i i - k • v (t + 6t)

In eq(9) t is the emission time and t + St the absorption

time as measured in S in the ELG; v.e., like in ecj(8) are
va

the usual velocities and k is the unit vector in the direction

of the radiation propagation between source at time t and de-

tector at time t + Ót (Fig. 1 ) .

We now approximate eq(9) for the situation of Kolen - Torr

proposed experiment . We huvo '> = A ̂  - 10 <»• 1 and

cos u ~ 1/ where

k • v = v cos ae e e

k • v_ - v^ cos n= (10)
a a a

a *» a -a
a e

Writting

v(o. (t) « R Q {e) (t)
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where Ríconst.) is tlie disk's radius and íl(^) (t) i s the angular

velocity of source and detector at time t we have,

iia(t + i t ) = n e ( t ) + ou ; 6u < < fie (12)

A V T V

from eq(9) we get for — = -£ £
v va

^ = - R6a,
J (13)

= -Rfi'Ai ; fi'= díí/dv»

v/here 0 - A * i s the angular separation between emitter and
absorber.

5. PREDICTIONS FOR THE DOPPLER SHIFT EXPERIMENT

CASE A

In this case, considering the rotating disk to have the

geometry R = constant (in ELG or IMG in S) and ÍÍ (t) « ft (t)
G Si

= constant (in ELG in S) we have from eq(13)

^ - 0 (14)

£ result that i s general, i . e . , eq(9) also predicts the null

result for any separation 0 between source and detector.

CASE B

Hero we assume again that the geometry of the rotating

disk ia R = constat in S (in ELG or IMG) and we now assume

Die rotation velocity to be uniform in the laboratory in Ma-

rinov's time, i.e., we write

y » - v > = u > T = w y t (15)
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This corresponds to LAT.

Using again eq(12) and the fact that «„ = <P (where * is
the angle measured in ELG) we have

fi(t) = ^ = i»i/(l + u r V s i n d t ) ) (16)

For V < < 1 we approximate eq(16) as

R(t) - Ü) - w2 rVsin * (17)

As v.e. = Rfi.e.) eq(16) shows that v.e. depends on the
a' la a

angular coordinate v> (e. . For the experiment of Ref(8) we then
la

get, from en (13) and eq(17), using A v = d(l+coR)/R, where d is

the distance between source and detector

A\-/v ••-• f. (<o2R2)V cos * (18)

Notice that eq(16) for fi/u is in agreement with Theorem I of

Ref. (9a) as it tends to 1 in the limit w •*• 0, as in SR. Also

from equ. (18) A\> ̂ 0 for u-»-0 as in SR.

CASE C w

Here again the rotatinci disk has the geometry R = constant

(in the ELG in S), but now we assume that the angular velocity

of the di.s!< is constant in the S -frame. Notice that we are not
o

anymore in LAT, but in a more general situation (extended I.AT) .
We Ivive

l~lti% » t + V • x

for tlu: t.r.-in:ij*anruition that gives thu relation between the time

i n So'ta) <ln(1 Lfie t i m e o f t h e cloc]ts l n S (in ELG).

According to our hypothesis we can write

V a = <>>t + v» ; sf> = constant (20)
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The r e l a t i o n between 9 and <p follows immediately from the

Lorentz c o n t r a c t i o n and reads

tan v ( t ) - (1 - V 2 ) 1 / 2 ton v> (t ) (21)

Usimi e<)s(10) and (20) in eq(2 l ) wo o b t a i n , pu t t imj i! (t)-

- dv>/dt, and remembering t h a t V • x = Vr cos v

ft(t) * u/\(y2-y2V2 co s 2 v)""1 + wr V s in v! (22)

For V < < 1 and ur < < 1 we get *

i>(t) « w(l - V 2s in 2* ( t ) - wr V s in * ( t ) ) (23)

As before v . e . = R(.2.e. , eq(22) shows t h a t the v e l o c i t y

of the e m l t i e r and absorber depends on i t s l o c a l i z a t i o n on the

t u s k ' s i:íii«j. Notice liowever that contrary to case B, ft * m anci Av/t.; * 0 in

the l i m i t ID •> 0. T!iis shows aoain t h a t t h i s theory i s not LAT

a:; ollkJi-virk.' .il won l.i! c o n t r a d i c t Thi-orom I of Ref(ya) .

o
For the explicit case of the 1'orr et al experiment we

have for R Í u (where 6u is defined in eq(12))

2 2 2
Rico = - wRV s in 2 vk-?- <u R V cos ¥»Av> (2-1)

Substituting eq(24) in eq(13) gives

~ - = t jRV 2sin 2';Av>+ I J 2 R 2 V cos v> Av (25)
v

or renifntl)iM*.i.nn ;nj<iin that A <p •• d (lii.ft) /U, we have

•> ? 2
Av u d (i.̂ RV s in 2v + ut'R V cos v>) (26)

hintior onli:t: t.trrm:; Ixiinq neaJecUxl. !'or the cxpur.linc:nL of !<uf .

(*) Conviir.s.i I.y wo ob ta in a s imi l a r exprosaion of a time cloncn-
dont iiiiyular v e l o c i t y in LJ }.'.'. i t -1'j cons tant in S in—»2r/J.
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-4 -6 -3(*>
(8) we have d/R \ 10 , uiR -V 10 , V * 13 . Then, the first

term in eq(22) gives a contribution of order 10~ with a se-

òccond harmonic variation, while the second term gives a con-
••19tribution of order 10 with a fal/iòt kaKmonlc vafiiation. This

-19can be compared with eq(18) which gives Av/v *v 10 with a

first harmonic variation, a presently non detectable effect.

6, CONCLUSIONS

Following the lines of Refs. (9) we have shown that a number

of errors exist in previous papers analysing rotor Doppler shift

experiments and that the conclusion usually accepted that, the

experimental results prove Lorentz Aether Theory to be wrong as

compared to Special Relativity is non-sequitur. We show that

mistakes have resulted from neglecting effects that exist in

both theories when calculations are done in the absolute frame

S . Even in papers where misconceptions of this type are examin-

ed , some of them being eliminated, mistakes resulting form

further misconceptions remain*9'.

Making the computations in the comoving inertia1 frame S

attached to the centre of the disk and using a coordinate gauge

(ELG) in which radiation propagates in vacuum isotropically with

constant velocity in S we have different laws in S and S

only for the phenomena violating Lorentz invariance. We show

that for two kinds of such situations the violation of Si* is

detectable.

First we consider the possibility of free roto-translanting

disks with angular velocity constant neither in S nor in S

for ELG but in S for IMG. This obeys LAT but implies a

(*) This is approximately the velocity of the Earth in relation

to tbu systom where the cosmic blackbody background radia-

t ton \ H \ üot-roplr.
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v i o l a t i o n of SR s ince now the angular ve loc i ty of the disk in

S in ELG i s

W(t) = w/U + tar V s in * (t) ) (16 ' )

thus implying a distinction between S and S when ELG is

used. As a consequence Av/v ? 0.

We assumed then a freely rotating and translating disk has

constant angular velocity in S . As a consequence the angular

velocity in S is not constant for a given point in the disk

as observed in the laboratory using ELG (or even in IMG) thus

leading to a distinction of S and S which violates SR

(and LAT). In this case we find in ELG

cos 2 * ( t ) ) " 1 + u>rVsin*(t)) (221)

Here also Av/v £ 0.

4 5 6These results show that conclusions ' ' that the fact that

Doppler shift experiments with free emitters and absorbers lead

necessarily to exactly null result both in LAT and SR should

imply that also Doppler shift experiments with emitter and ab-

sorber attached to a rigid body (in roto-translational motion)

have to give a null result are wrong. Also it shows how dange-

gerous it is to work with a not well defined problem or mixing

quantities defined in one coordinate system (S ) with other de-

fined in another (S).

Fi nil fly we notice that the situation described by eq (26)

agree with the experimental results of the Doppler shift ex-

pori merit: of Ref(8). If the experimental results of Torr et al

art; collect: and this is the only explanation of these results

it follows that both LAT and SR are violated.1 It should be stre

ss-jci that, as Tocr et al l i obtain for Av/v one haif of the

dominant term in ', it seems that really they, as Torr and
'71

Kolen' , ..«ay have used model C, although Sef.[7] do not define

precisely the theory used. Thus their wrong result may be due

to iijyifct.inci r.orc-iitz contraction of- the disk'9-'.
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A much larger effect can be obtained with.Mossbauer ex-

periment in a rotating table like Ref.(16) but with the Torr-
7> ax
(24)

-Kolen*7*. arrangement. Indeed for d/R'x.iO""1, uR «v. 10~ #V*»10

we find

Av _ 10~16 for theory B
v

10~13 for theory C

Therefore now theory B (strict LAT) gives a presently de-

tectable effect while theory C gives a result which could have

-Mooi
(24)

been detected already by Champeney-Moon in 1960. Other ar-

rangements give even larger result

To conclude we like to stress that, as the strongest evi-

dence of violation of SR comes from Marinov work1 * it should

be very important to have an independent and more precise expe

rimental confirmation (or disproof?) of his results.
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Fig. 1 The rotor Doppler shift experiment as seen in the mo-

ving frame S in the E.L.G. The absolute frame S has
•*• °

velocity -V.


